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Abstract

Existing points of interest recommendation systems do not consider either spatial-temporal factors etc or the historic behavior of users. Though both of the two kinds of
models have their strength, they don’t make evaluation for accuracy rate of POIs recommendation, especially recommendation Satisfaction Index (RSI) of users. In this paper, a
POIs recommendation model based on context-aware is built by combining the two ideas
and it makes evaluation for RSI. Experimental results showed that, compared with the
existing models, the performance of the model has large improvement on the aspects of
accuracy rate and RSI.
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1. Introduction
It is a strong support for recommending Points of Interests (POIs) to users by extracting context elements from micro-blog (e.g., twitter or Sina micro-blog) which could mine
and analyze behavioral traits of users.
In recent years, the research of location-based recommendation system is an extension
to traditional LDA model. LCARS model [1] (a recommendation system based on Location context-awareness) and STT model [2] (a recommendation system based on spatial-temporal topic modeling) are the two most representative and latest comparison models.
Recently, location-based modeling has two approaches: 1.By analyzing the history of
user activity, mining the user’s interests and preferences, a region model based on location
awareness is built; 2.By extracting spatial-temporal elements and user profiles from
check-in time, a topic model based on location context-awareness is built. The two models have advantages as well as disadvantages: LCARS just only contains location awareness information, but it overlooks the effects of spatial-temporal elements on POIs recommendation. However, STT just only contains spatial-temporal topic modeling, but it
overlooks the effects of user’s historic behavior on POIs recommendation.
Therefore, in this paper the two kinds of thoughts are combined for POIs Recommendation based on Context-aware so that the accuracy rate of POIs Recommendation could
be improved. Points of Interests (POIs) are geographical location points that users are interested in.

2 Context-awareness Model
Context-awareness is a novel technology that the elements of time, space, user’s history behavior could be extracted and sorted by some spatial-temporal series rules. Then
these elements could be analyzed and mined to obtained user’s personalized features for
personalized recommendation, e.g., POIs recommendation.
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2.1 Awareness of Time, Space and User Behavior
Time awareness is a new method that the check-in time from micro-blog could be extracted by time series rules;
Space awareness is a recent approach that GPS coordinates shared by users from micro-blog could be sorted by spatial series rules and organized into areas and trajectories of
user activity;
User behavior awareness is a novel technology that both the check-in time and shared
location are considered for context-awareness association mining referring to spatial-temporal series and causal association rules.
2.2 The Effects of Region on Space Awareness
Different regions have different influence on space awareness. Some regions have
greater influence for more frequent human activities and denser POIs distribution (e.g.,
bustling commercial heart). However, some regions have lesser influence for sparse population density and POIs distribution, and weaker regional social function (e.g., residential
district). Thus, a hypothesis is proposed that if a region is marked more POIs and its area
is tiny, then space awareness intension of this region is greater; otherwise, the intension is
inferior. Based on this hypothesis, the distribution of region vs. space awareness obeys a
standardized Gaussian distribution. So (1) is presented for computing regional division in
given GPS coordinates as follows,
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where，rl,0, rl,1, rl’,0, rl’,1 are respectively the longitude and latitude of point l and l’ in region
R, L is a set of GPS coordinates in R, and p(R|L) is the distribution probability of these
GPS coordinates in R computed by (1).
2.3 Formalized Description of Context-awareness Model
Generative process of the model is described below: a user u is got by analyzing datasets and sampling joint probability distribution, and then distribution probability of u
called p(u) is computed. Through computational formula of joint probability distribution,
user u and time t is computed by p(u,t)= p(t|u) p(u); Based on p(u,t), p(l|u,t) is generated
by obtaining corresponding Location L. Combining p(l|u,t) with p(u,t), p(u,t,l) is computed by p(u,t,l)= p(l|u,t) p(u,t); Thereby, combining p(u,t,l) with (1), p(R|u,t,l) is computed
by p(R|u,t,l)=p(R|u,t,L)= p(R|u,t,L)=αp(R|L)+(1-α)p(u,t), where α is a tunable weight
and then the context awareness model CA could be built by p(u,t,l,R) which is computed
by p(u,t,l,R)= p(R|u,t,l) p(u,t,l). Generative process of the model could also be depicted by
figure 1.
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Figure 1. Context-awareness Model
1. Sampling the datasets and extracting the training sets u, {u1,u2,u3…,un}，which
contains totally n users；Corresponding time sets { t1,t2,t3…,tn } could also be extracted.
Combining the two sets, the joint probability distribution {p(ti|ui),1≤i≤n} is computed.
2. For every region r=1,…,R: ①a region r is extracted by standardized Gaussian dis-
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tribution; ②the sets of GPS coordinates L={ {li,0, li,1}, 1≤i≤n } is obtained in a region r;
③ Through (1), joint probability distribution of every region R is computed by
n

R

p  R | L    p  r | (li,0 ,li,1 )  ;
i 1 r 1

3. Matching GPS coordinates with nearby POIs. The rule is that comparing p ( R | L )
with the number of POIs in region r. If p ( R | L ) is greater than the number of points, the
GPS coordinates in region are as a point matching with the nearest POI; On the contrary,
the GPS coordinate which is closest to central point of a region would be matched with
the nearest POI;
4. Through weight α, p(t|u) and p(R|L) could be tuned.
Referring to aforementioned procedures, the joint probability distribution of context-aware model is built.
2.4 Computing of Context-awareness Model
Through Gibbs sampling [13], parameters of context-aware model is estimated. Latent
variable of the model is zumv, whose posterior probability distribution could be computed
by (2).

P( zumv | um , mi , iv , v f ) 

P ( zumv |u ,t ,l , m ,i , v )
P ( zumv |u ,t ,l , m )

(2)

Where um shows that tweet m posted by user u; mi indicates that a clause i in tweet m;

iv manifests a word in clause I; v f

describes word frequency of a word v.

represents joint probability distribution of zumv expressed by some
words v included in i clauses. These clauses comprise tweet m posted by user u at time t
and in a position point l. P ( zumv | u , t , l , m) describes that joint probability distribution of
P ( zumv | u , t , l , m, i , v )

expressed by tweet m posted by user u at time t and in a position point l. So (3) and
(4) could be computed by (2),
zumv
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Where p ( zm , ut ,l , mivf ) presents distribution probability of topic z generated by tweet m
which is posted by user u at time t in location l. m contains i clauses that include v words
whose word frequency is f. p (u , t , l , m, i , v ) is joint probability distribution of i clauses and
v words which include in tweet m posted by user at time t in location l. p ( z m , utl ) is distribution probability of topic z generated by tweet m which is posted by user u at time t in
location l, but clause number and word number of m is unknown. p (u , t , l , m ) is probability
of tweet m posted by user u at time t in location l. zm represents topic z that included in
tweet m; ut ,l represents user u at time t may be in location l; mivf represents word frequency f of word v which included in i clauses that those words comprise tweet m.
Based on aforementioned parameters, the purpose of perceiving context data could be
attained. Next, posterior probability of (2) is ranked for POIs recommendation. In fact,
greater posterior probability is, more ability of context-awareness is.
The relationship of user group and marked tweet number shows in Table 1. Due to
recommendation results completed by users, so the results inevitably have highly subjective. Thus Cohen’ Kappa coefficient is adopted for agreement to show reasonability of the
Pr( a ) Pr( e)
results. The formula for calculating is k  1Pr( e) . In figure 2, most of K value is between 0.6 and 0.8, and k (2, 3) =0.821 is between 0.8 and 1. Because k  (0.6, 0.8] achieves
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medium consistency and k  (0.8,1] achieves perfect consistency, so evaluation result of
the four users is professional and precise.
Table 1. User Group and Marked Tweet Number
User Group Id
Marked Tweet number

1
20,000

2
20,000

3
20,000

4
20,000

Table 2. Correlation of Two Users and K
Correlation of two users

1,2

1,3

1,4

2,3

2,4

3,4

k

0.701

0.782

0.736

0.821

0.681

0.768

3. Experiments
3.1．Datasets
Experiments employ two data sets: Geo-Text and Sina-Tweets. Geo-Text is a public
data set and Sina-Tweets is crawled by Sina Micro-blog API from Dec.1, 2012 to July 31,
2013. Details description is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Datasets Description
Dataset name
Geo-Text

Sina-Tweets

Data Items
User ID
Check-in time
GPS coordinates
Tweets
User ID
Check-in time
GPS coordinates
Tweets

number
9,481
377，616
54，325
377,616
201,066
197,627
61,563
199,508

description
User number
Check-in time
Location information
Micro-blog number
User number
Check-in time
Location information
Micro-blog number

3.2．Evaluation Metrics
Recommendation Satisfaction Index (RSI), which is used to measure user's evaluation
for recommendation. It is described the ratio of satisfactory recommendation (SP) and
entire recommendation (ST) in (5),
m n

RSI j (i ) 

SPij
ST j

， RSI 

RSI j (i )

（5）
j 1 i1
m

ST j

j 1

Where ,SPij is the number of people which expresses satisfaction with recommendation
i in test set j; STj is the number of people in test set j; m and i is respectively the total
number of test set and recommendation. RSIj(i) is recommendation satisfaction index of
users express satisfaction with recommendation i in test set j and RSI is the mean value of
RSIj(i).
3.3．Experimental Results and Discussion
In this subsection, Context Awareness model (short for CA) is compared with LCARS
model and STT model, which are state of the art methods. In Figure 2, it is shown the incidence relation of tweet number, topic number, clause number and word frequency.
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Figure 2. The Comparison of Recall Number on CA, LCARS and STT
In the above Figure, under the condition of same tweets, CA model has the best recall
performance on topic number, clause number and word frequency. STT model comes
second and LCARS comes last.
RSI describes the ratio of satisfactory recommendation (SP) and entire recommendation. In Figure 3, it is shown the experimental results of CA, LCARS and STT on the datasets of Geo-Text and Sina-Tweets.

Figure 3. Comparison Results of RSI among CA, LCARS and STT
In the above Figure, when test users number of the three models is between 10 and 100,
RSI rises rapidly to the top. When test users number continually increases, RSI drops
gradually to 0.5. The results show that when test users number is small, RSI is strongly
affected by the subjective factors. Under the condition of test user number rising, RSI
gradually rises. However, when it rises to 1500, RSI is half satisfaction and half dissatisfaction. Comparison results of RSI among CA, LCARS and STT on datasets of Geo-Text
and Sina-Tweets show that CA is much better fit to user’s actual requirements and
LCARS or STT is next-best than CA model at the aspect of RSI.
Thus it could be seen that CA model has great improvement on recall performance and
RSI through combining the advantages of LCARS and STT.

4．Conclusions
In this paper, a context awareness model called CA is present and in the model either
spatial-temporal factors or the historic behavior of users are considered. In the experiments, Recommendation Satisfaction Index (RSI) of CA is evaluated. Experimental results show that CA has great improvement on accuracy rate of POIs recommendation and
RSI compared with state of the art methods (LCARS and STT). In the future research,
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other idea on machine learning and artificial intelligence is addressed for improving accuracy of POIs recommendation to complete existing research, such as knowledge base
etc.
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